
Stripping in Temporal Adverbial Constructions

1. Overview. Larson (1987) treats truncated Temporal Adverbial Constructions (TACs) like (1a) as Antecedent-Contained Deletion
(ACD) of a T-constituent (1b). Among the problems with this analysis is a failure to predict ambiguities like (2).

(1) a. Kim ate [ before Phil ⟨T e ⟩]
b. [ before Phil ⟨T ate ⟩]1 [ Kim ate t1 ]

(2) Pam met Sue before/after Tom1 ∆.
a. ∆ = x1 met Sue
b. ∆ = Pam met x1

I argue that truncated TACs involve ellipsis, but are more amenable to a stripping-like treatment. Merchant (2003) models Pol(arity)-
Stripping, like in (3), as focus movement of the remnant Tom and TP-ellipsis.

(3) Pam met Sue, but not [FocP Tom1 ⟨TP Pam met x1 ⟩]

What I call TAC-Stripping in (4) is low-adjunction of a TAC containing a functionally restructured complement, viz. vP. A single

remnant is A-moved to a focus position outside the elided vP. I present evidence for this analysis and account for the unavailability of
Pol-Stripping in TACs (§3) and the surprising sensitivity of TAC-Stripping to embedding constraints (§4).

(4) [vP [vP Pam met Sue ] [be f oreP before [FocP Tom1 ⟨vP Pam meet x1 ⟩]]]

2. Evidence for Movement and Ellipsis. First, the unambiguity of (5) suggests a trace of Joe’s boss is c-commanded by an elided
instance of him1 on the interpretation in (5b), violating Condition C. The acceptability of (5a) ensures that the spoken him1 is not
responsible for ungrammaticality. The ambiguity expectedly returns in (6) when Condition C is satisfied.

(5) I took him1 to Sue before
a. Joe1’s boss2 ⟨ x2 take him1 to Sue ⟩
b. *Joe1’s boss2 ⟨ I take him1 to x2 ⟩

(6) I took Joe1 to Sue before
a. his1 boss2 ⟨ x2 take him1 to Sue ⟩
b. his1 boss2 ⟨ I take him1 to x2 ⟩

Second, the remnant’s sensitivity to the Complex-NP Constraint in (7) is consistent with movement.

(7) *I met someone who knows a Balkan language before an Iberian language1 ⟨ I meet someone [CP who knows x1 ]⟩
Third, like Pol-Stripping, the remnant contrasts with a matrix clause constituent. Moreover, FOCUS placement in the matrix clause
disambiguates structures like (2). Examples (8) an (9) demonstrate how this is expected from Rooth’s (1992) focus theory of ellipsis:
focus in the Ellipsis Constituent (EC) determines the set of alternatives the Antecedent Constituent (AC) is evaluated against.

(8) [AC PAM met Sue ] before [EC TOM ⟨ x met Sue ⟩]
!AC"o ∈ !EC" f = { x : x met Sue | x ∈ De }

(9) [AC Pam met SUE ] before [EC TOM ⟨ Pam met x ⟩]
!AC"o ∈ !EC" f = { x : Pam met x | x ∈ De }

3. Restructuring and Low-Adjunction. Negation cannot be interpreted inside the TAC in (10). This suggests an inability to host
polarity operators, which follows from restructuring within the truncated TAC. Additionally, the truncated TAC in (10) obligatorily takes
scope below root negation, unlike non-truncated TACs in (11). This is expected if TAC-Stripping necessarily involves low-adjunction.

(10) Stan didn’t [ leave after his boss ⟨vP leave ⟩].
= “Stan left but he did not do so after his boss left.”
̸= “After his boss left, it’s not the case that Stan left.”

(11) Stan didn’t leave after his boss left.
= “Stan left but he did not do so after his boss left.”
= “After his boss left, it’s not the case that Stan left.”

Low-adjunction and restructuring in TAC-Stripping help explain why Pol-Stripping is unavailable in TACs (Merchant 2003):

(12) *Kate cooked dumplings after not Ben.

Like (10), restructuring in TAC-Stripping precludes the polarity operator in (12). Additionally, the general requirement to adjoin and
interpret TACs relatively low means the re-binding induced in non-restructured Pol-Stripping will result in antecedent-containment (13).

(13) *[FocP Kate λ2 [TP x2 T◦ [vP [vP cooked dumplings ] [a f terP after [PolP not [FocP Ben λ1 ⟨TP x1 T◦ [vP cooked dumplings ]⟩]]] ]]]

Antecedent Constituent
Ellipsis Constituent

4. Embedding Constraints. Surprisingly, TAC-Stripping shows the same constraints against embedding the ellipsis site (14) or the
antecedent (15) that Hankamer (1979) discovered for Gapping, but which do not constrain VP-Ellipsis (VPE).

(14) AL [vP left ] before Eric realized [ SAM *(did) ⟨vP leave ⟩]

(15) Mark realized [CP that PETE [vP left ] ] before YOU *(did) ⟨vP leave ⟩ ≠ “Before you left, Mark realized that Pete left.”

These data do not follow from treatments of Gapping (Johnson 2009, Toosarvandani 2016). Adapting Takahashi 2008 I argue instead
that the presence of temporal variables (tn) introduced by and within the TAC can disrupt ellipsis licensing in TAC-Stripping:

(16) [ before [EC λ2 Eric realized [ Sam ⟨vP leave t2 ⟩]]] [AC λ1 Al [vP left t1 ]] !AC"o /∈ !EC" f

(17) [ before [EC λ2 you ⟨vP leave t2 ⟩]] λ1 Mark realized t1 [CP that Pete [AC [vP left ]] ] !AC"o /∈ !EC" f

The differing behavior of TAC-Stripping and VPE is attributed to the difference in the size of their ellipsis sites.
5. Remaining Puzzles. If TAC-Stripping involves movement, it is puzzling to find PP-remnants degraded (18). This may reflect a

dispreference for pied-piping in English embedded contexts (Cable & Harris 2011). Additionally, apparent TAC-Stripping constructions
like (19) might employ a non-ellipsis representation containing nominals with implicit anaphoric time variables (Champollion 2011).

(18) I took him to Pam before (??to) Sue. (19) Bill left before {the movie (started) / *the train (arrived)}.

Finally, TAC-Stripping employs movement into the TAC’s left periphery, contra Hooper & Thompson 1973. The discrepancy may follow
from a truncation account of those facts (Sawada & Larson 2004, Haegeman 2006).
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